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1.Introduction 
Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

(CMOS) technology has struggled with the 

challenges due to the scaling of the device dimension. 

Although it is reaching the physical limitations of 

shrinking the size, it is still expected to be a key 

aspect of future technology because of the minimum 

dissipation of static power at higher technology ends. 

This systematic end of Moore’s law finally marks a 

new era in the research and development of emerging 

technologies for intelligent computing systems in the 

future. The researchers build up the interest in 

memristors which are alternative devices for CMOS 

transistors and have started working on investigating 

the memristor for its applications. In addition, 

memristors have a variety of applications that 

includes memory computations, neuromorphic 

architectures, hardware security, speech recognition, 

and image processing. 

 

 
*Author for correspondence 

The memristor takes its full development during 

2008.  One of the interests to consider the memristor 

is a small-scale device of 10nm size for the 

integration of large density devices [1]. The non-

volatility is the vital characteristic feature of the 

memristor, for the storage of information, computing 

the logic operations. Some of the applications of 

memristors are neural networks, analog circuits etc 

[2]. 

 

The functionality of the memristor depends on the 

Titanium dioxide (TiO2-TiO2-x) transport mechanism 

which defines that the oxygen vacancies drift towards 

its device end. If the positive bias is applied, the 

oxygen vacancies are moved forward, which 

increases the impurity width and decreases the 

resistance of the memristor, called low resistance 

state RON. Under the negative bias, the oxygen 

vacancies are moved backward, which decreases the 

impurity width and increases the memristor 

resistance, known to be high resistance state ROFF. As 

no bias is applied, the impurity width does not 
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change and exists in the previous memristance state 

as a memory characteristic [3, 4].  

 

The new way is created to explore computing 

archetypes by the memristor logic circuits. The 

memristor-based circuits are the substitute for the 

traditional CMOS circuits [5]. Because the 

continuous scaling of the CMOS device 

accomplishing its scaling restrictions. Hence, 

conventional Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field 

Effect Transistor (MOSFET) is replaced by other 

components like dual halo gate stacked triple 

material, dual gate Tunnel Field Effect Transistor 

(TFET) [6], Germanium based dual halo gate stacked 

triple material surrounding gate TFET [7] for low 

power applications.  

 

Memristor is also one of the elements for low power 

applications. Some other reasons to choose memristor 

circuits are reduction in average power dissipation, 

the speed of the circuit, and area effective digital 

design, shrinking reliability [8]. 

 

The memristors are used for logic computation is one 

of the major research interests. The predominant 

methodology is Material Implication (IMPLY) logic 

by using memristors. The logic of the IMPLY reveals 

auspicious results, but more computational steps are 

needed in the performance logic. The designing 

circuits of reading/write operation are implemented 

by using IMPLY logic is completely different when 

compared with the designs constructed by the 

Boolean logic. Because of requiring more 

computational steps, the IMPLY logic is not possible 

to include in the analysis of Boolean logic. Memristor 

logic alone has many drawbacks like endurance, 

reliability, and level restoration [9]. Furthermore, it is 

not companionable with the current generation of 

CMOS technology. Further, the logic is developed by 

hybrid memristor CMOS transistors and the outputs 

of the hybrid logic have been represented by voltage 

levels. Such voltage levels are necessary for the 

CMOS process for signal propagation. These 

voltages act as a logical state. The basic gates like 

AND gate and OR gate can be implemented by using 

memristors only. In this topology, ‘n’ input gates 

have been constructed using sole memristors, but the 

implementation of the inverter operation (NOT gate) 

is not possible by memristors only, instead Metal 

Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) transistors are also 

needed. Because the logic family is inappropriate 

without NOT gate. Also, level restoration has 

benefited by using hybrid CMOS memristor 

technology. Digital circuits of any logic computation 

can be constructed by utilizing hybrid CMOS 

memristor technology. With the CMOS memristor 

logic, the estimation of logic gates transient response 

displays improved performance. The main benefit of 

the CMOS memristor logic will be the integration of 

different circuits with CMOS design circuits. 

Therefore, the input-output signals operate at the 

level of the same voltages that CMOS logic 

embraces, thus reducing the necessity of additional 

circuits. The CMOS logic is defined so far as 

versatile logic because it proposes several different 

ways of designing the circuit and architecture 

according to the necessity of the entire system. 

Moreover, by using the hybrid memristor CMOS 

logic, the versatility raises, since the layer of 

memristor on top of the layer of CMOS, provides the 

benefit to compute the performances of separate 

layers and the outcomes are taken from that layer 

directly [10]. 

 

The XOR operation is the main logic function and it 

is the basic circuit element of different logical entities 

such as adders, Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU), binary 

to the gray code converter, multipliers in computer 

systems [11]. In this work, the XOR gate using a 

hybrid CMOS transistor with a memristor is 

designed. Then full adder is designed using this XOR 

gate and NAND gate. This gate is compared with the 

conventional XOR gate. Combinational circuits like 

binary to gray code converter, Multiplexer (MUX), 

and De-multiplexer (DEMUX) are also designed 

using proposed XOR and NAND gates. The binary to 

gray code converter is employed to rectify erroneous 

signals in analog to digital converters and digital 

communication. The MUX plays a vital function in 

the realization of the control system of signals and 

circuits for storage. A MUX operation is explained 

that it selects an input from many input lines and 

forwarding it to one line of output. Another name of 

MUX is also known as a data selector [12]. 

Conversely, the DEMUX function is justified in that 

it distributes the input from the single line for many 

lines using selectors. DEMUX is called a data 

distributor. Finally, the sequential circuit 4-bit 

Universal Shift Register (USR) is implemented by 

using the D-Flip Flop (D-FF) and 4-bit MUX. D-FF 

is designed using a NAND gate. The applications of 

USR are data transfer, manipulation, and data 

storage.  

 

Section 2 illustrates the literature review. Section 3 

explains the memristor model. Section 4 is 

represented by the methods of the proposed circuits. 

The results getting from the simulation and analysis 
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are addressed in section 5. Section 6 gives a 

discussion of the work. Finally, the conclusion and 

future scope have mentioned in section 7. 

 

2.Literature review  
The XOR gate was designed with a single memristor 

and four voltage-controlled MOS transistors. Because 

of the controlled switches used, it is suffered from 

area utilization. Over again, it requires many steps to 

compute [11].  

 

Another XOR design requires three memristors, one 

CMOS inverter, and a NOR gate with CMOS 

transistors. For this, the control voltage is required, 

which is received from the NOR gate. Here also, 

more usage of the area takes place [13]. One more 

XOR gate is mentioned, which utilizes four 

memristors and two transistors. Even though it is area 

efficient, but it suffers in computation due to the 

requirement of multiple steps [14]. And another XOR 

gate is implemented with four memristors, and two 

transistors based on the crossbar array structure. It is 

area proficient but it endures with sneak path current 

due to the crossbar array [3]. By comparing the 

proposed structure with mentioned structures, it is 

compatible with area utilization, it requires a single 

step to perform, it does not expect any control 

voltages, and it is free from sneak path current by the 

usage of MOS transistors. 

 

Full adder is considered a crucial element in the 

architecture of memory computing tasks. It is a basic 

functional block of the computational elements. The 

decisive factors of full adders are the consumption of 

power, area, and transistor count [15]. The 

conventional CMOS full adder requires 28 

transistors. Due to this requirement of more 

transistors, it suffers high power consumption, 

propagation delay [16].  

 

The full adder design in the reference paper uses two 

XOR gates, a pair of AND gates, and a single OR 

gate. The AND gate and OR gate are designed using 

a pair of memristors solely. Moreover, the initial 

resistance of memristors does not affect the 

computational outcomes. But, these outcomes of the 

logic could not utilize for the inputs of the next logic 

directly due to the reason that memristors are not 

switched devices. The voltage divider condition 

changes when those outcomes are used as inputs 

directly as the next logic. To solve this hurdle, 

CMOS transistors are combined with the memristors. 

The XOR implementation in the full adder has been 

done by using six memristors, and an inverter which 

is implemented by using two MOS transistors [17]. 

Rather, the full adder in the manuscript is designed 

using two XOR gates, two NAND gates, one NOR 

gate, and three inverters. For designing the full adder, 

more MOS transistors are required in our manuscript 

when compared with reference paper, but for 

considering the XOR gate individually, it requires 

three MOS transistors and three memristors whereas 

the XOR gate in the reference paper requires six 

memristors and an inverter with two MOS transistors. 

Here, the design has the advantage that reduces the 

number of necessary steps to accumulate the outputs 

and also eliminates the need for a succession of 

execution phases and associated driver circuits 

whereas it faces the complexity of a huge layout area. 

Thus, the proposed full adder is designed using 

hybrid CMOS with memristor circuits. The 

combinational circuit full adder is represented by the 

Crossbar based-Memristor Ratio Logic (X-MRL) 

based crossbar array structure. But it has the 

limitation that suffers the sneak path currents [18].   

 

This problem is overcome by the proposed circuit. In 

the reference paper, the full adder is designed by 

using the IMPLY logic requires 21 steps for 

performing the functionality. If the number of inputs 

increased, the total number of steps is also increased 

[19].  

 

The paper in which the full adder has designed by 

using only memristors. Hence we need additional 

circuits for signal restoration [20]. The combinational 

circuits like MUX and priority encoder are also 

implemented using memristors only. The MUX 

implementation also requires the computational steps 

because of using memristors only in this paper [21].  

 

The 4-bit USR is designed by using CMOS 

transistors, Transmission Gate (TG), and Gate 

Diffusion Input (GDI) is referred in the papers [22, 

23].  

 

The NAND/NOR logic gates are designed based on a 

memristor that uses the conversion of Voltage to 

Memristance (VTM) approach. The voltages are 

inputs and converted to memristance. This 

memristance is termed as an output. This VTM 

approach inputs and outputs makes an excellent 

choice for serving as an interface amid earlier 

described logic designs to convert one type of logic 

form to another. The memristance of the output 

memristor can be taken as logic values in this 

technique. ROFF and RON indicate logic 0 and logic 1. 

The logical state is viewed as data stored in the 
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output memristor. The power is 3.99 µW and the 

delay is 202.1ps of the adder using this VTM method. 

Even though this structure uses only memristors but 

it has level restoration issues [24]. 

 

Another design represents the self-learning capability 

of universal memristor-based logic. The difficulty of 

initialization in conventional circuits designed by 

memristor logic can be overcome by the self-learning 

modification in the proposed circuits. And this logic 

family can be easily adaptable to multi-fan-in-logic. 

The demerit of the self-learning method is the 

requirement of hardware is large [25]. 

 

Additionally, ThrEshold Adaptive Memristor 

(TEAM) model dynamic full adder circuit, 2-to-1 

MUX circuit is introduced. But using dynamic logic, 

there is a disadvantage of charging and discharging, 

which results in high power consumption and the 

circuits are more complex to design. The power 

determined in this logic is 64.2mW and the delay is 

4.49ns [26]. 

 

Furthermore, the modified MRL logic gates are 

implemented which utilizes one transistor and five 

memristors. Later XOR and AND functionalities are 

constructed. Soon after full adder, 3-to-8 encoder, 8-

to-3 decoder, 4-to-1 MUX, and 4-bit comparators are 

made. The power of the full adder by using this logic 

is 6.2mW and the delay is 0.09ns [27]. One more 

hybrid CMOS memristor full adder is presented. In 

this design, sum and carry implementations are done 

individually. So, computational steps are needed in 

this design [28]. 

 

The implementations based on the CMOS transistors 

have more power dissipation and large area 

occupation. Consequently, the memristor-based 

designs need the additional circuits for signal 

restoration even though the reduced area and power 

dissipation. In addition, sneak path current issues 

have been raised when used in crossbar architectures. 

Moreover, the complete analysis of the literature 

explains that the proposed designs are implemented 

using hybrid CMOS transistors and memristors. The 

bottlenecks raised by the previous designs could be 

reduced by the proposed designs. 

 

Considering the memristors solely contemplates the 

challenges. At first, due to the memristor’s nonlinear 

resistance value, the principle and model construction 

of the circuit is complex, which is detrimental to the 

development cycle’s shortening. Later, the crossbar 

arrays of the memristor always have the hidden 

current; accordingly, devices suffer to hold the 

various logical states. Further, the assumption is that 

if the researchers control the current of reading/write 

operation of memristor, the establishment of crosstalk 

is occurred thereby reducing the parallel output. The 

first mentioned context depends on the properties of 

the memristor and couldn’t be altered at present. The 

remaining challenges can be overcome by using 

hybrid CMOS memristor circuits. 

 

3.Memristor model 
The memristor is developed by Chua in 1971 [29]. 

Further developed in Hewlett Packard (HP) labs in 

2008 [30]. The model used in this work is a Voltage 

ThrEshold Adaptive Model (VTEAM) model. This is 

developed by Kvantinsky. Figure 1 shows the 

memristor model and Voltage to Current (V-I) 

characteristics. This element gives a relation between 

charge and flux and is determined by the Equation 1. 

This Equation 1 represents the pace at which flux 

changes in relation to the charge. 

 

 

 
Figure 1 Memristor model, input-output waveforms, and V-I characteristics [30] 
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     (1) 

 

Where M represents memristance, ϕ is the flux and q 

characterize the charge. And the voltage-current 

relationship is given by Equation 2. And the VTEAM 

voltage-current relationship is undefined and can be 

freely selected from any current-voltage 

characteristics. Usually, the time-invariant 

memristive resistance can be controlled by the 

voltage is presented. 

            (2) 

 

Where the voltage of the memristor is represented by 

v, i is denoted as current, M(t) is memristance. The 

detailed memristance M(t) is shown in Equation 3. 

         
    

 
      (  

    

 
) (3) 

 

In the model, the device is divided into two regions. 

One region is represented by the doped region 

containing oxygen vacancies (TiO2-x) and it is shown 

as w. Another region is an un-doped region known as 

the oxide region considered as D-w. The entire region 

of the device is committed as D. The doped area has 

more conductance’s when compared to the oxide 

area. When oxygen vacancies are increased by 

applying the positive bias and become low resistance 

state RON, when w(t) reached D i.e., w(t)=D. By 

applying negative bias, the oxygen vacancies are 

decreased turned into high resistance state ROFF, 

when w(t)=0. The [w(t)/D] is a state variable that 

varies within the interval (0, D) and it is represented 

by the internal state x(t) described by Equation 6. The 

derivative of x(t) is a function of current and is 

explained in Equation 4 and Equation 5. 
     

  
           (4) 

 

Where x(t) is an internal state of the memristor. 
     

  
           (5) 

     
    

 
         (6) 

 

Where the width of the doped area is represented by 

w(t), length of the memristor is denoted by D and k 

provides the relationship between internal state and 

current. This relationship is characterized by the 

Equation 7. 

  
     

      (7) 

 

RON and ROFF are considered as the high and low 

value of resistance, constant µv demonstrates oxygen 

deficiencies mobility. 

 

4.Methods 
The working mechanism block diagram of 

combinational and sequential logic circuits is shown 

in Figure 2. 

 

The XOR gate is shown in Figure 3(a) is proposed 

using P-channel Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

(PMOS) transistors and memristors. The operation is 

explained that when two of the inputs Vin1and Vin2 are 

small, the two PMOS transistors are ON, VDD reverse 

bias the memristors and the voltage flows through the 

second transistor and it makes the third transistor 

OFF. This gives output low. When an input Vin1 is 

low and another input Vin2 is high, the first transistor 

is in ON state, the first memristor is forward biased 

and the second memristor is a reverse bias which 

makes the second transistor is in OFF state such that 

the third transistor is in ON state. This gives the 

output high. Conversely, when input Vin1 is high and 

another input Vin2 is low, the first transistor is in OFF 

state, the first memristor is reverse bias and the 

second memristor is a forward bias which makes the 

second transistor is in ON state such that the third 

transistor is in ON state. This gives the output high. 

When both inputs Vin1and Vin2 are high, the two 

PMOS transistors are OFF, these input voltages 

forward bias the memristors and the voltage flows 

through the memristors and it makes the third 

transistor OFF. This gives output low. The XOR gate 

is compared with the outcomes of the traditional 

CMOS XOR gate [31]. The proposed gate is 

advantageous when compared with the other gates. 

 

The CMOS gate requires six transistors which have 

more average power dissipation. The XOR gate is 

implemented by the memristor with CMOS 

consisting of six transistors and four memristors 

which require more area and also have high power 

consumption when compared with the proposed 

circuit. The proposed gate consists of three transistors 

and three memristors which reduces power 

dissipation and energy consumption. 
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Figure 2 Block diagram of the working mechanism 

 

 
(a)                                               (b)                                                   (c) 

Figure 3 (a) Proposed XOR gate (b) NAND gate (c) Truth table of XOR gate 

 

4.1Full Adder using CMOS-memristor  
The full adder is designed using the proposed XOR 

gate and NAND gate with the inverter stage. This 

NAND gate is shown in Figure 3(b) is designed with 

two PMOS transistors and two memristors and the 

inverter is designed with one PMOS transistor along 

with one memristor. Input A and input B are given to 

the first stage of the XOR gate. Later the first stage 

output of the XOR gate is given to either input of the 

second stage XOR gate. Another input of the second 

stage of the XOR gate is given by input C. Finally, 

the second stage outcome of the XOR gate gives sum 

output. Similarly, carry output is obtained by 

applying the inputs A and B to the first stage of the 

NAND gate with an inverter. Any of the OR gate 

inputs is given by this output. The input C is given to 

one of the inputs of the second stage of the NAND 

gate with inverter and another input entry of the 

second stage NAND gate is given by the outcome 

result of the XOR gate first stage. Then, the output of 

the inverter with the second stage NAND gate is 

given to the second input of the OR gate. Finally, the 

OR gate outcome results carry output. The logical 

diagram of the full adder is shown in Figure 4(a) and 

is analyzed using Equation 8 and Equation 9. 

Equation 8 and Equation 9 define the sum and carry 

functions of the adder circuit. 

 
              (8) 

 

                   (9) 

 

The functional diagram of the full adder using 

transistors and memristors is shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

 
(a)                                                            (b) 

Figure 4(a) Logical implementation of full adder, (b) Truth table of full adder 

Vin1 Vin2 Output 

0 0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

A B Cin Sum Cout 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 0 

0 1 0 1 0 

0 1 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 0 

1 0 1 0 1 

1 1 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
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Figure 5 Full adder implementation of the proposed XOR gate and NAND gate 

 

4.2Binary to gray code converter  

In computer systems, it is necessary to convert binary 

to gray code besides gray to binary code. At this 

instant, the binary to gray code converter is shown in 

Figure 6(a) is designed with the proposed XOR gate 

and the functional design using transistors and 

memristors is shown in Figure 7. The Most 

Significant Bit (MSB) of gray code is the same as the 

MSB of binary code. The remaining bits are getting 

from the XOR operation of the previous bit and the 

existing bit. 

 

 

 
(a)                                                                                                                                

Figure 6 (a) Binary to gray code converter, (b) Truth table 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B0 B1 B2 B3 G0 G1 G2 G3 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 

0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 

0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 

0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 

1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 

1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 

1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 

1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 
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Figure 7 Binary to gray code converter using 

memristors 

 

4.3Multiplexer 

The MUX is a circuit with a single output line and 

many input lines with selection inputs. The operation 

of the MUX depends on the selection line inputs. The 

number of input lines depends on the number of 

selection lines that relate 2
n
 input lines for ‘n’ select 

lines. The logical diagrams of 2×1 MUX, 4×1 MUX 

are shown in Figure 8(a), Figure 8(c). The symbol of 

2×1 MUX is shown in Figure 8(b).  

 

The proposed 2×1 MUX is shown in Figure 9 is 

implemented using the NAND gate designed with a  

memristor and CMOS transistor with the logic of 

output Y=S’A+SB [32]. When selection line S is at a 

low value, the output is taken from input A. On the 

other hand, selection line S is at a high value, the 

output receives the input B. After that 4×1 MUX is 

implemented with three 2×1 MUX. Finally, 8×1 

MUX is implemented by using the two 4×1 MUX 

and one 2×1 MUX. The logical diagram of 8×1 MUX 

is shown in Figure 10(a). 

 

 

 
(a)                                                            (b)                           (c) 

Figure 8 (a)2×1 MUX using NAND gate, (b) Symbol of 2×1 MUX, (c) 4×1 MUX using 2×1 MUX 

 

 
Figure 9 2×1 MUX using memristor 
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(a)                                                      (b) 

Figure 10 (a) 8×1 MUX implementation, (b) Truth table of the 8×1 MUX 

 

4.4Demultiplexer 

The DEMUX is the reverse operation of the MUX 

which has a single input line and many output lines. 

The number of outcomes depends on the select line 

number. That is 2
n
 output lines for ‘n’ select lines. 

The input is distributed to any of the output lines 

depending on the select line. Figure 11(a) and Figure 

11(c) show the logical diagrams of the 1×2 DEMUX 

and 1×4 DEMUX. Figure 11(b) shows the symbol of 

the 1×2 DEMUX. 

  

The proposed 1×2 DEMUX is shown in Figure 12 is 

implemented with the logic Y0=S’D, Y1=SD. This 

proposed circuit is designed using memristors and 

transistors. As the selection line is logic low value 

‘0’, the input is distributed to output Y0. 

Alternatively, the selection line is logic high value 

‘1’, the input is disseminated to output Y1. Laterally, 

1×4 DEMUX is designed using three 1×2 DEMUX 

and 1×8 DEMUX is designed using two 1×4 

DEMUX with single 1×2 DEMUX. Figure 13 is 

shown as the 1×8 DEMUX. 

 

 

  
(a)                                  (b)                                                     (c) 

Figure 11 (a) 1×2 Demultiplexer, (b) Symbol of 1×2 DEMUX, (c) 1×4 DEMUX using 1×2 DEMUX 

 

 
Figure 12 1×2 DEMUX using memristor 

S0 S1 S2 Y 

0 0 0 X0 

0 0 1 X1 

0 1 0 X2 

0 1 1 X3 

1 0 0 X4 

1 0 1 X5 

1 1 0 X6 

1 1 1 X7 
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(a)                                             (b) 

Figure 13 (a) 1×8 DEMUX (b)Truth table 

 

4.5 4-Bit universal shift register 

The registers are used to store information. N-Bit 

register stores n-bit data. The usage of the register is 

data storage and processed where ever required. The 

USR is one sort of register from different varieties of 

shift registers. A USR has the ability to perform 

unidirectional shift, bidirectional shift, and parallel 

loading. It is also served as a memory element [22]. 

The operating modes of USR are 

 Parallel load mode and transmitting the data 

parallelly. 

 Shift operation mode (shifting left and shifting 

right) 

 Hold state. 

 

The building blocks of USR are D-FFs and 4×1 

MUX. The symbol of D-FF is shown in Figure 13(a). 

 

The D-FF is designed using NAND gates which are 

implemented using CMOS transistors and 

memristors. The operation of D-FF which is shown in 

Figure 14 depends on the clock pulse (CLK), clear 

(CLR), and Preset (PRST). When CLK=0,   

PRST=0, and CLR=0, the output Q is holding state. 

While CLK=1, PRST=1, and CLR=1, the output Q is 

the same as the input D [33]. The functionality truth 

table of the D-FF is shown in the Table 1. 

 

Table 1 Truth table of D-flip flop 

PRST CLR CLK D Qn+1 

0 0 0 x Qn(Holding 

state) 

1 1 1 0 0 

1 1 1 1 1 

 

The 4-bit USR is shown in Figure 15(a) has the input 

SH-R, SH-L as shift right and shifts left. The parallel 

loads are represented as I0, I1, I2, I3. PRST, CLR, and 

CLK control the USR. The selection bits S0 and S1 

decide the mode of the functionality of 4-bit USR. 

When S0 =0, S1=0, USR operates on parallel load 

mode. Similarly when S0 =0, S1=1, it operates in shift 

right mode, consequently S0 =1, S1=0, USR operates 

in shift left mode. Finally, S0 =1, S1=1, operates in 

hold condition mode [23]. 

 

 

 
(a)                                                                    (b) 

Figure 14 (a) D-FF (b) Symbol of D-FF 

 

S0 S1 S2 Y0 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 

0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 0 

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 
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(a)                                                      (b)                                                             

Figure 15 (a) 4-bit USR, (b) Summarizing of USR functionality is shown in the table 

 

The 4-bit USR requires 4 (21 MOS transistors of 

MUX) + 4(11 MOS transistors of DFF) = 128 MOS 

transistors besides 4(21 memristors of MUX) +4 (11 

memristors of DFF) = 128 memristors. 

 

The average power is calculated. The total power of 

design depends on the static and dynamic powers. It 

is determined by Equation 10. 

                
    and            

  

      

  (10) 

Where VDD is the power supply voltage, CPD is load 

capacitance and f is operating frequency. 

The energy is calculated by integrating the power 

with respect to time. 

 

The delay is calculated using the following metrics 
4.5.1Clock to output (Q) delay 

The delay of propagation is formed between the 

clock input signals to the output signal (Q). It means 

that the input signal data is set before enough for the 

input clock signal effective edge. 
4.5.2Setup time 

The lowest time required amid a change of input 

signal and the effective edge of triggering input clock 

signal. 
4.5.3Hold time 

The lowest time required for the data input to remain 

stable after the clock input signal triggering edge 

occurrence. 

The propagation delay tpd is calculated by using the 

Equation 11. 

 

                      (11) 

 

Where Tc is defined as clock period, tpcq is 

represented as clock input of sequential element to 

the propagation delay of output Q, tsetup is setup time 

of the sequential element. 

 

Theoretically, the size of the memristors is small 

when compared with the MOSFETs, such that the 

utilization of the area for memristor logic is lesser 

than the logic of the CMOS. Because of the 

memristor’s width of 3nm which is lesser than 

MOSFET’s width of 90nm. Memristors could be 

constructed on the MOSFET poly-silicon layer, thus 

a single MOSFET serves as a stockpile for a large 

number of memristors. Thus, the transistor count of 

hybrid CMOS memristor design is reduced when 

compared with conventional designs and this can be 

mentioned in analysis tables [17]. Energy 

consumption is also reduced because of nanoscale 

memristors due to the reduction of static power 

leakage. The appearance of glitches is reduced due to 

the memristor’s parameters of the low value of Kon 

and Koff. 

 

5.Results 

The designs of all circuits were carried out by the 

Cadence Virtuoso in 90nm technology. 1.8V of the 

VDD supply voltage used for circuits. The memristor 

model which is used as the parameters 

S0 S1 Mode of functionality 

0 0 Parallel load 

0 1 Shift right operation 

1 0 Shift left operation 

1 1 Hold condition 
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ROFF=300kohms, RON=1kohm, kON=-216.2m/s, 

kOFF=0.091m/s, VON=-1.5v, VOFF=0.3v, αON=3, 

αOFF=3, xON=0, xOFF=3nm. 

 

The transient analysis of the different combinational 

and sequential circuits is evaluated. Table 2 and 

Table 3 give the comparison results of the 

conventional and proposed full adder designs. The 

total power is reduced because of the change in the 

state of equivalent resistance in cascaded memristors 

for a new combination of the input signals. The 

consumption of average power value is more for a 

full adder circuit. This is because of the low RON and 

ROFF values of the adopted memristor distinguished 

to the dynamic resistance of source to drain in MOS 

transistors, which reduces the leakage current. High 

values of RON and ROFF of the memristor could be 

built up to achieve low power hybrid architectures. 

  

An area of the single memristor is 3nm minimum 

feature size. As a result, memristors are developed at 

the top of the CMOS because of their nano-scale and 

at the level of fabrication compatibility. 

Consequently, the proposed design simulation shows 

that the parameter delay time alters the different 

value input combinations. The conducted simulation 

shows the time delay value which is affected by the 

memristor’s switching speed, which has controlled by 

Kon and Koff. Therefore, the total delay is affected 

directly by the physical properties of the memristor. 

 

The implementations are made with hybrid CMOS 

technology, and the memristors are justified. When 

compared to traditional CMOS technology, 

constraints such as power consumption, speed, data 

retention, and endurance are better for hybrid CMOS 

memristor technology. Eventually, the memristor acts 

as a switch that depends on the resistance. The 

resistance of the memristors, as well as variations in 

the computing environment, determines the power 

which is required to switch the memristor. But in the 

proposed design, fewer memristors are used. As a 

result, switching is minimized which turns to power 

reduction. A delay is also reduced due to the 

minimization of the number of computational steps. 

 

The simulation results of the full adder using the 

proposed XOR gate are shown in Figure 16. The 

parameters of the proposed XOR gate and the full 

adder which is designed by using the proposed XOR 

gate are compared with the conventional design. This 

is shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The power is 

reduced by 69.32% when compared with the 

traditional design. The delay of the circuit is also 

reduced and value 52.56ps.  

 

 

 
Figure 16 Simulation result of the full adder using proposed XOR gate 

 

Table 2 Comparison of parameters of different designs of XOR gate 

Design Power(W) Delay(s) Energy(J) PDP(J) EDP(Js) 

Conventional XOR gate [31] 722.5n 50.00µ 77.96p 36.13p 3.898f 

Proposed XOR Gate 485.4n 50.00µ 73.21p 24.27p 3.661f 

 

Table 3 Performance metrics of full adder design 

Full adder design Transistor count Power(W) Delay(s) Energy (J) PDP(J) EDP(Js) 

Conventional CMOS [16] 28T 2.4097m 54.94p 234.3844p 0.1324p 12.88z 

Proposed Design 15T 15M 739.154µ 52.56p 296.7p 38.85f 15.59z 
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Binary to gray code converter results are shown in 

Figure 17. The power is reduced by 32.34%. The 

delay is also reduced and its value is 25ps. The 

parameters of the binary to gray code converter are 

shown in Table 4. 

 

The simulation results of 8×1 MUX using the 

proposed 2×1 MUX are shown in Figure 18. The 

power of 2×1 MUX is reduced by 43.25% and the 

power of 4×1 MUX is reduced by 43%. The power of 

8×1 MUX is reduced by 43.7%. The different 

parameter metrics of MUX are shown in Table 5. 

 

 
Figure 17 Outcome of the binary to gray code converter simulation 

 

Table 4 Discrimination in parameters of binary to gray code converter 

Binary to gray code converter design Power(W) Delay(s) Energy(J) Transistor count PDP(J) EDP(Js) 

Conventional CMOS  2.167µ 100.0µ 453.5p 18T 0.2167n 45.35f 

Proposed Memristor design 1.466µ 25.00µ 379.3p 9T 9M 36.65p 9.483f 

 

 
Figure 18 Simulation result of 8×1 MUX using proposed 2×1 MUX 

 

Table 5 Parameter analysis of different MUX designs 

Different MUX designs Power(W) Delay(s) Energy(J) Transistor count 

Conventional CMOS  based  2×1 MUX  design [16] 797.6n 15.34p 67.94p 12T 

Proposed Memristor based 2×1 MUX  design 452.6n 104.6p 58.44p 7T 7M 

Traditional CMOS  based  4×1 MUX design 2.393µ 44.90p 526.1p 36T 

Proposed 4×1 MUX design using Memritsors 1.362µ 266.8p 322.5p 21T 21M 

Traditional CMOS 8×1 MUX design 5.539 µ 76.15p 1.163n 84T 

Proposed Memristor 8×1 MUX design 3.118µ 511.9p 703.5p 49T 49M 

 

Experimental results of 1×8 DEMUX using the 

proposed 1×2 DEMUX are shown in Figure 19. The 

power, delay, and energy parameters are discussed in 

Table 6. The power is reduced by a percentage of 

41.15% in 1×2 DEMUX. It is reduced by 35.12% in 

1×4 DEMUX. In 1×8 DEMUX, the power is 

decreased by 30%. The delay is also improved in the 

proposed design rather than the traditional design and 

its value is 25µs in 1×8 DEMUX. 
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Figure 19 Simulation result of 1×8 DEMUX using proposed 1×2 DEMUX 

 

Table 6 Parameter analysis of different DEMUX designs 

Different DEMUX designs Power(W) Delay(s) Energy(J) Transistor count PDP(J) EDP(Js) 

Traditional CMOS 1×2 DEMUX 848.3n 100.0 µ 85.01p 14T 84.83p 8.501f 

Proposed 1×2 DEMUX using Memristors 499.2n 50.00µ 100.9p 7T 7M 24.96p 5.045f 

Conventional CMOS 1×4 DEMUX 2.303 µ 100 .0 µ 224.6p 42T 0.2303n 22.46f 

Proposed Memristor 1×4 DEMUX 1.494µ 25.00µ 301.0p 21T 21M 37.35p 7.525f 

Traditional CMOS  based 1×8 DEMUX 4.970 µ 225.0 µ 1.043n 98T 1.118n 0.2347p 

Proposed Memristor 1×8 DEMUX 3.469µ 25.00µ 700.5p 49T 49M 86.73p 17.51f 

 

Figure 20 shows the simulation results of the 4-bit 

USR using D-FF and 4×1 MUX. It operates when all 

the control signals PRST, CLR, CLK are high and the 

operation depends on the selection lines SEL0 (S0) 

and SEL1 (S1). The constraints like power, delay of 

the proposed 4-bit USR are compared with 

conventional design and different designs of USR. 

Power is reduced by 10.76% when compared with 

conventional design. The delay is also improved and 

its value is 2.739ns. This parametric analysis is 

shown in Table 7. 

 

 

 
Figure 20 Simulation result of 4-bit USR 

 

Table 7 Power, delay, energy and transistor count of 4-bit USR 

Design  Transistor count PDP(J) EDP(Js) 

Conventional CMOS 4-bit USR [22] 224T 52.95p 0.6878z 

TG based 4-bit USR [23] 456T 56.86n - 

GDI based 4-bit USR [23] 312T 29.41n - 

Proposed memristor based 4-bit USR 128T128M 9.737f 1.942a 
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PDP-Power Delay Product and EDP-Energy 

Delay Product 

The power, delay, and energy plots of proposed 

design are compared with other designs of 4-bit USR 

are shown in Figure 21(a) and Figure 21(b). 

 

   
(a)                                                                           (b) 

Figure 21 (a) Power of 4-bit USR, (b) Delay and Energy of 4-bit USR 

 

6.Discussion 
Because of the nano-scale device memristor, the low 

power supply reduces power and lowers delay owing 

to fewer computational steps.  

 

Comparative discussion of the different logics is 

introduced, the implementation of three-step logic 

[34], Memristor Aided loGIC (MAGIC) [35], the 

design of the Memristor as Driver (MAD) logic [36], 

crossbar based logic structure [37], and resistance-

based logic [38]. The circuit construction of the 

proposed hybrid CMOS memristor logic is fixed 

compared with other logic designs. Alternatively, 

different logic operations often correlate to different 

circuit implementations in the mentioned logic 

designs might lead to extra fabrication complexity. 

Because of the unique circuit implementation, 

crossbar-based logic must cope with the unavoidable 

sneak path difficulties. After that, the input and 

output modes represent constant voltages i.e., high 

level (logic 1), and low level (logic 0). Thus, signal 

degradation problems arise effectively. Due to the 

CMOS transistors implemented in the proposed 

circuit having enough capacity for the load. Later, it 

is easy to get cascaded the sophisticated logic 

operations by the acquired output result could be 

used as a new input signal. Contrast that, MAGIC, 

MAD logic, crossbar-based designs, and resistance-

based logic utilize limiting memristances to represent 

the inputs and outputs as logic state variables. 

Because the resistance cannot be obtained or 

recognized directly in the logic design, hence the four 

approaches require additional operating circuits. The 

initialization is not required for the proposed method 

to operate the basic functions of Boolean logic when 

distinguished from the other logics. The entire 

comparison of these logics is summarized in Table 8. 

 

 

Table 8 Comparative discussion of logic implementations 

 

 

  Input output mode    

Logic implementations Circuit 

construction 

Input Output Load 

capacity 

Easy to 

cascade 

Initialization 

Proposed hybrid CMOS 

memrsitor logic 

implementation 

Fixed  Voltage Voltage Sufficient Yes Unneeded 

Implementation of three step 

logic 

Unfixed  Voltage Current Insufficient No Needed 

MAGIC Design Unfixed Memristance Memristance Insufficient No Needed 

Design of the MAD logic Unfixed  Memristance Memristance Insufficient No Needed 

Crossbar-based logic structure Unfixed  Memristance Memristance Insufficient No Needed 

Resistance-based logic  Unfixed Voltage Memristance Insufficient No Needed 
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6.1Limitations 

The limitations are incorporated in the paper. When a 

memristor is in the operating phase, it must be 

ensured that the maximum limit of current does not 

exceed, because a maximum current could be 

damaged the device. The logic circuits have the 

drawback that they must utilize a high amount of 

resistance, which occupies the more amount of chip 

area for micron-level chips. 

 

7.Conclusion and future work 
The conclusion of this work gives that the proposed 

XOR gate design with PMOS transistors and 

memristors gives low power, reduced delay, and low 

energy consumption when compared with 

conventional designs. By using the proposed XOR 

gate, a full adder and binary to gray code converter 

are designed. Then, the parameters of the proposed 

full adder and binary to gray code converter are 

compared with traditional CMOS designs. Further, 

combinational circuits like MUX and DEMUX are 

designed. The simulation results show that the 

average power dissipation is reduced when compared 

with the standard CMOS design. The delay and 

energy are also reduced for designs implemented 

with memristor and MOS transistors. 

 

The implementation of circuits utilized in digital 

computation is a future possibility of this study. The 

shift registers can also be used to develop effective 

storage systems. All abbreviations are listed in 

Appendix I. 
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Appendix I 

 

 

S. No. Abbreviation Description 

1 ALU Arithmetic Logic Unit 

2 CLK Clock 

3 CLR Clear 

4 CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide 

Semiconductor 

5 DEMUX De-multiplexer 

6 D-FF D-Flip Flop 

7 GDI Gate Diffusion Input 

8 HP Lab  Hewlett Packard Lab 

9 IMPLY Material Implication 

10 MAD Memristor as Driver 

11 MAGIC Memristor Aided loGIC 

12 MOS Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

13 MOSFET Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field 

Effect Transistor 

14 MSB Most Significant Bit 

15 MUX Multiplexer 

16 PMOS P- channel Metal Oxide 

Semiconductor 

17 PRST Preset 

18 SH-L Shift Left 

19 SH-R Shift Right 

20 TEAM ThrEshold Adaptive Memristor 

21 TFET Tunnel Field Effect Transistor 

22 TG Transmission Gate 

23 TiO2 Titanium Dioxide 

24 USR Universal Shift Register 

25 VTEAM Voltage ThrEshold Adaptive 

Memristor 

26 VTM Voltage to Memristance 

27 X-MRL Crossbar Based-Memristor Ratio 
Logic 


